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IT IS WELL known that on some noncompact riemannian manifolds the volume form is not the 
differential of a bounded form. This observation can be traced back to Plante’s thesis[ 191; 
and was stated explicitly by Sullivan in [22]. In the foliation theory such a noncompact 
manifold can arise as a leaf in a foliation of a compact manifold. The metric-or in fact the 
equivalence class of metrics-is the restriction of a riemannian metric on the ambient 
manifold. Usually the observation of Plante is phrased in the dual language: Some leaves give 
rise to asymptotic homology classes of the ambient manifold. The dimension of these classes 
is the same as the dimension of leaves. 
One of the points we want to make in this paper is the following observation: The 
cohomology of the bounded de Rham complex of a riemannian manifold can be nontrivial 
also in dimensions smaller than the dimension of a manifold. Thus in the case of leaves 
we have asymptotic homology classes of the ambient manifold also in dimensions smaller 
than the dimension of the leaf. 
Of course those homology classes do not have such an immediate connection with the 
transverse structure as it happens in the case of Plante’s homology classes, but they can 
be used to connect geometry of leaves, topology of the ambient manifold and dynamical 
properties of foliation. 
This approach gains additional force when combined with the theory of characteristic 
classes. This is our second point: The Chern-Weil theory applies to noncompact manifolds 
under mild assumptions on local geometry. 
The part of the paper concerning characteristic classes is motivated by the paper of 
Phillips and Sullivan on the average Euler characteristic[ 181. In our paper characteristic 
classes are primary objects. With their help we define average invariants which play the 
role of characteristic numbers. 
The content of the paper is as follows: In 61 we describe a uniform structure. i.e. a 
preferred class of metrics on a manifold. Defined here two invariants of a uniform 
structure, growth and amenability, will be essential in studying properties of the de Rham 
complex and producing examples. 
In 52 we introduce the bounded de Rham complex of a uniform structure which gives 
a suitable cohomology theory for our characteristic lasses, and we show in examples how 
it reflects geometry and topology of a manifold. Modifying a construction of Plante [ 191, 
we give in $3 a description of asymptotic functionals which are more sensitive than the 
original functionals of Plante. It seems that the vanishing of all the asymptotic functionals 
on the form rl is equivalent to the fact that q is the derivative of a bounded form, but we 
were unable to prove it. 
In $4 we review the Chem-Weil theory of characteristic lasses in the present setting. 
In $5 there is a discussion of average invariants. We modify the definition of the average 
Euler characteristic zero due to Phillips and Sullivan. The modified definition can be 
applied to manifolds of any dimension, and has the advantage that similar definitions can 
be written for other invariants. 
In $6 some examples are given. They illustrate earlier definitions and coming theorems. 
In $7 we formulate a theorem on leaves of foliations, together with some corollaries. 
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We call it a Phillips-Sullivan theorem, because they have proved a version of it for 
2-dimensional eaves. These are the main results of the paper. Finally, in $8 we give an 
example of an application of the method of characteristic classes to codimension one 
foliation on three manifolds. The argument used here is due essentially to Cantwell and 
Conlon. 
$1. UNIFORM STRUCTURES ON MANIFOLDS 
1.1. (a) By a uniform structure on a C”- manifold M we understand the family U of 
all riemannian metrics related by the following condition: 
For any g, 2 from U there exist k, K-positive constants, such that for any vector v 
tangent to M we have 
k(u, 0) 5 L?(u, u) I Kg@, u), 
(b) Together with a uniform structure U, we will consider the set of metrics in U such 
that, for each a, Ial I k, there is a constant C, such that /IV”‘g /Ig < C,. We will denote it 
also by U (if nonempty) and call it C’-bounded uniform structure. 
1.2 Example. (a) Any riemannian metric g on M determines a uniform structure on M, 
denoted by U,. (b) Any compact manifold carries a unique uniform structure. (c) Let 
I@+M be a covering space of a compact manifold. Then the lift to A of any Cm-metric 
on M gives the same uniform structure, which is Cm-bounded. (d) Let (M, 9) be a 
Ck-foliation on a compact manifold and let L be a leaf in 9. Then the restriction to the 
tangent bundle of the foliation of any Ck-metric on M gives the same Ck-bounded uniform 
structure on L. (e) Any homogeneous pace G/H of a Lie group G carries a unique uniform 
structure coming from a right invariant metric on G. 
Observe that the uniform structures in examples (c) and (d) reflect only a partially 
topological picture. Quite possibly there is a much better structure, both on leaves and 
covering spaces, which takes into consideration “periodic” behaviour of objects in question. 
1.3. Uniform structures constitute in a natural way a category (for each k): morphisms 
are smooth maps satisfying 
where the norm on p-vectors comes from any metric in U. We will call them short maps. 
1.4. There are many invariants of the “riemannian origin” for uniform structures: 
growth type, the isoperimetric constant if zero, the first eigenvalue of the laplacian if zero, 
isoperimetric dimension, isoperimetric constant in dimension k, etc. In this paper we 
exhibit invariants of “topological origin” such as average characteristic numbers and 
characteristic classes. Clearly both pictures-topological and riemannian-interact and 
reinforce each other. We want to review now some standard fact about “riemannian” 
invariants. 
1.4. (a) Growth (see [14, 16, 20, 221). The growth type of a positive function g is the 
equivalence class of g under the relation of mutual domination: 
g, -g, iff there exist a, 6, c, d > 0, such that g,(t) I ag,(bt) and g2(t) 5 cg,(dt). 
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The growth type of a riemannian manifold (M, g) is defined to be the growth type of the 
function g(f) = vol ((B,(x)), where B,(x) is the riemannian ball of radius t around x. 
Clearly the growth type is invariant under short isomorphisms and does not depend on 
x (see [ 181). (b) Amenability (see [ 14, 19, 221). A riemannian manifold is called amenable 
(or closed at infinity) if h = inf, vol,_,(GL)/vol,(L) = 0, where infimum is taken over 
compact regions with smooth boundary in M. 
Examples. (1) The euclidean space R” is amenable since the volume of the sphere of 
radius r divided by the volume of the ball of radius r tends to zero when r tends to co. 
(2) If the growth of M is subexponential, i.e. vol B,(x) does not dominate an exponential 
function, then M is amenable (see [22]). (3) If Gj-rM is a riemannian covering, then M 
is amenable iff n,(M) is amenable, i.e. if it admits an invariant, positive, and bounded linear 
functional on the space of bounded functions L”(n,(M)). This is essentially the Folner 
theorem (see [12, 141). (4) Since any surface group contains a free group, it is nonamenable. 
Thus X2, two dimensional hyperbolic space is nonamenable. In fact H” is nonamenable 
(see [14]). Notice that the precise value of h is not invariant under short isomorphisms if 
it differs from zero. 
52. THE BOUNDED de RHAM COMPLEX 
2.1. Any riemannian metric on M defines a sup-norm on differential forms by . 
where II (Im denotes the norm on AkT+,M induced by the metric (cf. [23], Chap. 1 0 12-l 5). 
Clearly we can introduce norms bounding not only w, do but all the partial derivatives 
of o up to the order k. The set of all 11 Ilk-bounded ifferential forms on M, Q,*(M), is 
a topological graded differential algebra with respect to addition and exterior multi- 
plication, and the differential is continuous and also a topological module over the ring 
of Ck-bounded functions on M. The norm is a Banach space norm (or a Frechet space 
metric if k = co). 
One readily sees that the complex Q,+(M) and thus its cohomology is invariant under 
short isomorphisms. We denote it by Q,*(M, U) (H,*(M, U) respectively). Here U is the 
uniform structure determined by the metric g. 
2.2. The cohomology ring Hf(M, U) is a rather big object and there is no use trying to 
compute it in general. However, it can be quite useful (as we hope to be able to show) to study 
Hz(M, U). For example, we can rephrase the condition h(M, U) = 0 in cohomological 
terms: First we note that if the volume form of any metric from U is zero in H,“(M, U), i.e. if 
it is a derivative of a bounded form 7, then 
thus 
The condition h = 0 is a priori stronger than H,“(M, U) # 0. However it is an unpublished 
result of Gromov (see [S, 13]), that these two conditions are equivalent. The procedure used 
in the proof relies on another unpublished result of Calabi (see [6,9]) about the existence of 
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nice triangulations on complete manifolds. For our basic examples, i.e. for covering spaces 
and leaves results of Calabi and Gromov are much easier to prove, but we will not discuss 
them here. 
2.3. For the hyperbolic n-space %” we have Hb”(Hn) = 0. The argument, kindly shown 
to me by Bob Brooks goes as follows: 
vol = $dx, A ... A dx,=d 
n 
(-l)“-2sdx, A .*+ 
n 
Since the latter form is bounded, it is enough to show that the form q + k vol is exact. 
We can thus assume that q is positive. Now we change the hyperbolic metric g to the metric 
+g where/is a positive bounded function on &’ such that q = volfg. Notice that the identity 
map from &’ into the 2 with the new metric is a short isomorphism, thus we have 
h(&‘,/g) = 0. By the result of Gromov mentioned in 2.2 q is exact. 
2.4. We already said that H,“(R”) is nonzero. Moreover, it is easy to see that the map 
H*(T”)-+N,*(R”), induced by the riemannian covering R”+T” is a monomorphism. In fact 
functionals 
where B,(r) is the intersection of the ball of radius r centered at zero with the span of the 
set {e,,, . . . , eik}, (I is the multi-index (i,, . . . , ik) and (e,, . . . , e,} is the standard basis in 
R”), are well defined on the image of Hk(T”) in Hbk(R”) and evaluating f;s on forms 
dxJ = d+, A . . . A d.xjk shows that dx,‘s are linearly independent in the kth bounded 
cohomology of R”. But these forms constitute a basis for Hk(T”). 
2.5. If Mm is an amenable manifold, then &,“‘(A4 x N) is non-zero for arbitrary 
manifold N. To see it one takes a map from M to A4 x N, defined by 
M+M x (n } +A4 x N, and pulls m-forms on M x N back to M. Since the volume form 
on M is the pullback of a closed bounded form (one can take for example the volume form 
of the bundle on M x N obtained by pulling back the tangent bundle of M by the 
projection K: A4 x N -+M, equipped with the pull-back metric), vanishing of H,“(M x N) 
would imply vanishing of H,“(M). This contradicts 2.2. 
2.6. If e,, e, are two amenable ends of Mm, (for the definition of an end see [l], an end 
is called amenable if for any neighbourhood H of it, the isoperimetric constant h(H) = 0) 
then m-forms w,, w2 such that 
o, = vol on e, and o, = 0 on ez 
o,=voI one, and w2=0 on e, 
(o = q on e if o = q on some neighbourhood of e), are linearly independent in H,“(M). 
Note that amenable ends necessarily have infinite volume. Thus the bounded de Rham 
cohomology reflects partly the structure of ends of M. 
2.7. The manifolds M, N are called shortly isomorphic at infinity if there exist compact 
sets KM, KN such that M\KM is shortly isomorphic with N\K,. Since any m-form with 
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compact support on m-dimensional open manifold is a derivative of a bounded form, we 
see that if open manifolds h4, N are shortly isometric at infinity, then H,“(M) g H,“(N). 
2.8. If &” is a covering space of a compact manifold M” with the lifted uniform 
structure, one can show that Hbn(fi) depends only on n,(M). It seems interesting to know 
whether it is a geometric invariant in the sense of Gromov (see [14]). Let F be a 
fundamental domain for the action of rri(M) on fi, i.e. a compact polyhedron, such that 
any r,(M) orbit intersects F, and that the orbit of interior points of F intersects F only once. 
Then one has a map from Q;(k) to L”(lr,(M’)), given by 
ho(g) = --& s g*o F 
where g* denotes the induced action of QM) on C&,“(&?). If m: L”(a,(M))+R is any 
invariant mean, then by F#lner theorem m o Av:&,“(& - R is well defined on cohomology. 
It is easy to construct, given two different means m,, m2 a form on which m, o Av # m2 0 Av : 
one simply has to take a functionfon which m,(f) # m,(f), and then to take a form such 
thatf(g) = (I/V01 F) SF&’ *w. This argument shows that the dual space of H,“(M) contains 
all the means, thus it is nonseparable. 
$3. ASYMPTOTIC FUNCITONAU 
3.1. To show that some cohomology class is nonzero, one evaluates it on some 
homology class. We will show that a similar procedure can be applied in the situation we 
consider. 
Let (M, U) be a uniform structure, and 3 = {Y”] be a fixed sequence of compact 
submanifolds with boundary such that 
lim (~016 SYJvol _5?J = 0. 
n-m 
Such a sequence will be called a Plante sequence (see 1.4b). The following construction 
is a modification of the construction used in [19]. 
Fixing a metric g EU one has the family of linear functionals @,: Qbm(M)+R, given 
by 
, 
By the Banach Alaoglu theorem there exists a weak star limit point for this family, say 
,PL and ,PL(dq) = 0, i.e. it is well defined on cohomology (see 2.2). 
3.2. Passing to the limit one loses a lot of information possibly contained in @,,‘s (see 
Example 6.2). We want to have a more sensitive tool to examine whether a cohomology 
class is zero, and at the same time we want it to be independent of the choice of a metric 
g from U. Our construction given below depends essentially on the choice of the sequence 
(T*}. This phenomenon is partly explained by 2.6, 2.8 and examples in $6. Loosely 
speaking a noncompact manifold has a lot of fundamental cycles. This heuristic principle 
seems to be an important one when one thinks about noncompact manifolds. 
3.2. (a) Let {a,> be a fixed sequence. We define the following equivalence relation 
5k-;0Yl bn) iff there exist sequence {k,], {K,], sup,, (k,, k,-I, 1 K,, I) < 00, k, > 0 and x, - knyn 
n ” 
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This is clearly an equivalence relation. As[{a,)] denotes the set of all equivalence classes. 
(b) Let 9 = (9’,,> b e a fixed Plante sequence in (M, U). We write {xn> = (y,} mod Y iff 
{x”} N (O.l{y,}, where a, = (vol, GLJvol, S_Y,J, g is any metric form U. We have a map 
given by 
Clearly the above definition is independent of the choice of the metric, and the map ~.5?iis 
well defined on cohomology. The condition [P_??(W)] = [0] is much stronger than the 
condition Gus = 0. 
3.3. To deal with forms of dimension smaller than n one can take a Cm-short map from 
(r-k, U’) to (M”, U), pull a form on M to N, and try to compute some ~3”s in N, see 
2.5 and examples in $6). Warning: It might happen that there is no short map from 
amenable manifolds into A4 in dimensions greater than one (see [14], Chap. 6). 
$4. CHARACl’ERISTIC CLASSES 
From now on we consider C2-bounded uniform structures only. 
4.1. Let us recall basic facts about Chern-Weil theory of characteristic classes. 
Given a riemannian metric g on a compact manifold M, one computes, using second 
derivatives of components the tensor g the matrix of the curvature form, and after 
evaluating a suitable O(n)-invariant polynomial on it, one ends up with the characteristic 
form. The procedure is infinitesimal and resulting forms are bounded with respect to g, if g 
defines C2-bounded uniform structure. 
Characteristic forms are closed. Using homotopy between two Levi-Civita connections 
coming from metrics g, g’ one shows that cohomology class of the characteristic form is 
independent of the metric, i.e. one computes from the homotopy and its derivatives a form 
q such that dq is the difference between characteristic forms computed from g, g’. Since 
q is computed infinitesimally, one checks easily that if g, g’ define the same uniform 
Cz-bounded structure on M then r,~ is bounded with respect to U. 
That procedure, except perhaps the last remark, is fairly standard and we will not go 
into the details (see [ 10, 15, 171). What has been said above can be formulated shortly as 
the 
THEOREM. Any C2-bounded metric on M defines the Chern- Weil homomorphism from the 
ring of polynomials on the dual of the Lie algebra of the group O(n) invariant under the Ad 
action into the bounded de Rham complex of (M, U,). The induced map into the 
cohomology ring Hz (IV, U,) is independent of the choice of the metric. 
The Chem-Weil theory for G-bundles can be repeated verbatim for connections 
compatible with the uniform structure on M, in the sense that the coefficients of the 
connection, i.e. g-valued l-forms are C2-bounded with respect to U. 
It would be interesting to shed some light on the general situation: bundles over infinite 
simplicial complex, equipped with a metric structure, with charts (thus connections), 
compatible with the metric. One of the difficulties is that it is unclear what should be an 
analogue of H,*(M, U) over an arbitrary coefficients ring, for example over Z, or R/Z. 
Since many important invariants (Steifel-Whitney and Chem-Simmons classes) are 
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defined using coefficients different than R, this question seems to be an important one. 
g5. AVERAGE INVARIANTS 
5.1. The discussion of $3 and $4 allows us to define analogues of characteristic numbers 
in the context of noncompact manifolds with uniform structures. 
Let Y be a fixed Plante sequence in (Mm, U), and ch be any characteristic class in 
H,“(M, U). The characteristic number corresponding to ch on Y is defined to be the 
equivalence class [p_Y(ch)] in As(Y). We say that the ch-number of (M, U) is zero if, for 
every Plante sequence 8, [pY(ch)] is zero in As(9’). Of course it is implied by (but we 
do not know if it is equivalent to) the vanishing of ch in H,“(M, U). 
5.2. Phillips and Sullivan[ 181 gave the following definition of average Euler characteris- 
tic zero. 
“Suppose that L is a 2-dimensional manifold. We will say that L has average Euler 
characteristic zero if there exist a sequence of connected submanifolds with boundary 
~5~ t L, c . . . with the following properties. 
(i) Li are compatible to B,(x) for some x EL in the sense that there is a constant Q 
and a sequence of radii r,, T,, . . . ---* m such that B,, (x) C Li C B,, (x). 
(ii) 
i_r+, & E”tLi) = O”. lim 
I 
The pictures below explain the definition. 
Fig. 1. 
‘-v-’ ..* - 
4 f-2 
Fig. 2. 
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LI LZ 
Fig. 3. 
In Fig. I, deleting small discs from Li decreases Eu(Li) (already negative), while in Fig. 
2 adding small discs outside Li increases &(L,), which thus can be made zero. Adding long 
tongues (Fig. 3), makes the volume big without changing the Euler characteristic. 
Note that this definition does not work in dimension greater than two, since handles 
of indices greater than zero can appear at the boundary. 
We want to propose a definition of average Euler characteristic zero which is much 
closer to the vanishing of the Euler number of 5.1, than the definition above. The following 
proposition serves as the motivation. 
PnoPosmoN. Let 9 be a Plante sequence in (M, U). Assume that each _Yi has smooth 
boundary 6 Yi and that the secondfundamental forms Hi of 6 _Yi in Yi are bounded uniformly 
in i. Then 
[pY(eu(M, U))] = [& EuYi] in As(p): 
Here eu(M, U) is the Euler class of (M, U) and Eu(YJ is the Euler characteristic of (the 
compact manifold) Yi. 
Proof. By the Gauss-Bonnet-Chem theorem we have 
1 - 
s 
eu(M, U) = Eu(_Yi) + Ai 
G 9, s 69, 
where curvatures Ai, computed locally from Hi, are uniformly bounded in i. Dividing both 
sides by vol Yi and estimating jdViAi I K vol (693 we arrive at the conclusion. 
We propose the following definition. 
Definition. The average Euler characteristic of (M, U) is zero if for any Plante sequence, 
with boundaries as in the proposition above, [(l/v01 dpi)Eu(9’J] = [0] in As9. 
5.3. Remarks. (a) Our definition is stronger than that of Phillips and Sullivan. (b) The 
assumption of smoothness of S_Yi is not essential. In fact, one can use the version of the 
Gauss-Bonnet theorem for 9;s with piecewise smooth boundary, restricting angles 
between pieces of S_Yi. (c) The existence of a sequence 9 as in proposition is a delicate 
matter. For covering spaces[l4] and leaves ([4] or [18]), it is proved that if there exists any 
Plante sequence, then there exists one with nice boundaries. The general case follows from 
the triangulation theorem of Calabi [6] by applying the method of Brooks [4], which in turn 
relies on some rather heavy machinery. (d) We consider the definition of the average Euler 
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characteristic zero as an auxiliary one. It is a tool for showing that the Euler class is 
nonzero. It is unclear whether the vanishing of the Euler class and of the Euler 
characteristic are equivalent properties. 
5.4. The situation with the signature is a little bit different than with the Euler 
characteristic. One has the relative Hirzebruch signature theorem ([2, 1 I]): 
As soon as the estimate q(M) I C vol (M), with the constant C depending on the local 
geometry of M is available, one has a statement similar to the Proposition 5.2. This 
estimate is also interesting for its own sake. 
Thus, a priori the L,-Pontriagin number of a noncompact manifold can be different 
from the average signature, even for nice 9’s, as in the Proposition 5.2. However we 
consider the definition of the average signature zero as an auxilliary one. 
6.1. The Jacob ladder 
@i. EXAMPLES 
Fig. 4. 
This surface is an infinite connected sum of tori. The Euler class is nonzero (see [IS]). 
6.2. 
Fig. 5. 
Here the distance between holes is 1, 2, 3, . . . . The volume of 9, is comparable to n2, 
the volume of 69, is constant, ju, eu is comparable to n. Thus the Euler class is nonzero. 
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6.3. The example above can be generalised: take a surface of infinite genus, with the 
volume of linear growth, and the spacing between the holes a,, a,, . . . Take Ya’s in the 
similar way as in 6.2. Then vol(9J - (i aj) + n, vol(69,) - const, srp, eu - n. Again the 
1 
Euler class is nonzero. 
6.4. 
Fig. 6. 
This is an example of an amenable manifold of exponential growth, with the 
Cantor-set-plus-point of ends, with nonvanishing Euler class. 
6.5. Let Mi be a sequence of compact riemannian manifolds. We can form an infinite 
connected sum M, # .,MZ # a2M3 # . . . where ai is the length of the tube between Mi and 
Mi+l, each tube is of the form [0, a,] x S”-‘, with s”-’ the standard sphere. The uniform 
structure is determined by the set of metrics on Mls and the sequence u,,Notice that if the 
Pontriagin class of M is nonzero, then the Pontriagin class of M # a,M # alM # . . . is also 
nonzero, and if the Euler characteristic of M is different than 2, then the Euler class of 
M # .,M # o,M # . . . is nonzero. 
6.6. Let M14, Mz4 be two 4-manifolds such that: Eu(M,) = 0; Eu(M,) = 2, p,(M,) = 0, 
p,(MJ = 0 (one can take for example Ml =T4, M2 = CP’# CP’ #T4). Let us form a 
connected sum 
#o_,M, #o_,M #~a_, M # a,,& # a,& # o$f2 # a,. 
This is a two ended manifold. Using each of these ends as in 2.6 it is easy to show that the 
Euler class and the first Pontriagin class are linearly independent in H:(M). 
6.7. Using the result on the linear independence of Pontriagin (and Euler) numbers (cf. 
[ 17) one can construct a manifold M, such that all the Pontriagin classes (and Euler class) 
are independent in H,*(M), i.e. the map H*(BO)+H,*(M) is a monomorphism up to the 
dimension of M. The construction is similar to that of 6.6. By a little bit different 
construction one can even produce one-ended M. 
6.8. Let fi+M be a universal riemannian covering, with x,(M) amenable. Assume that 
the signature of M is nonzero. Then the L&Y,, . . . ,fiJ Pontriagin class is nonzero in Hb(ti). 
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(h;‘s are Pontriagin classes computed from the lifted metric, and Lo is the Hirzebruch 
polynomial.) 
Proof It is enough to find a Plante sequence Y such that [PY(L&?,, . . . ,B))J # [0] in 
AS(~). By Folner theorem there is a sequence of subsets of r,(M), L,, such that 
# 6L,/ #‘L,-+O (see [14]). Let us take a fundamental domain F in i@ and put 
3, = U,,,gF. {-K> is a Plante sequence, since the boundary of Yip, consists of translations 
of the faces of F by elements of 6L,. 
Since jr L&,, . . ..pk)= j,,,~,&,...,& = Sign(M), we have 
1 
s 
r&l%, . . . ,a = 
Sign M 
vol2, 9, 
#L lvolF #L;SignM=- 
Il. vol A4 
and thus [P~?(L&, . . . ,B))] # [0] in As(.!Y). 
The same proof holds for any characteristic class. We do not know if the average 
signature of R is zero. 
6.9. If M is a nonamenable manifold of the form N” x Kk, where N is amenable, and some 
characteristic lass c is nonzero in H,“(N), then c is nonzero in H,“(M). To prove it, let us 
take the short map NL N x {k] - N x K. Since characteristic lasses are natural, then if c 
is killed in N x K by 7, then the pullback of 7 kills ch in H,“(N). A contradiction. 
Thus one can have nonamenable manifolds with complicated cohomology. 
$7. THE PHILLIPS-SULLIVAh’ THEOREM 
Denote by ch*({) the characteristic ring of 5. 
7.1. THEOREM. Assume that (Mm, U) admits a short map into (Nmik, U’), such that the 
tangent bundle TM is inducedfrom the subbundle r of TN, and 5 is compatible with U’ in 
the sense that the curvature form of the restriction of any metric from U’ to 5 is U/-bounded. 
Assume further that the pullback of any metric from U’ is in U. Then 
dim (ch”(M”, U)) I dim (ch”(Q). 
In particular 
dim (ch”(M”, U)) I dim (H,“(N” + k, U’)). 
This follows at once from the naturality of characteristic lasses. 
7.2. COROLLARY. If (M, U) is a leaf in a foliation of a compact manifold N, then 
dim (chk(M, U)) I dim Hk(N, R). 
7.3. COROLLARY. If (M, U) is a leaf in a foliation of a sphere then the characteristic ring 
(M, U) vanishes. 
7.4. COROLLARY. Zf (Mm, U) is a covering space of a compact mantfold then 
dim (ch”(M, U)) I 1. 
7.5. COROLLARY. Zf (M, U) is a leaf in the foliation of a compact manifold, admitting 
transverse codimension one foliation, then the Euler class of (M, U) vanishes. 
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7.6. COROLLARY. Zf (M, U) is a leaf in a foliation of codimension k of a compact 
parallelizable manifold, then dual Pontriagin classes of (M, U) vanish in dimensions greater 
than 2k. 
This corollary follows from 7.1 and the Bott vanishing theorem[3]. 
$8. CODIMENSION ONE FOLIATIONS OF 3-MANIFOLDS 
We show how the method of characteristic lasses works in the theory of foliations on 
3-manifolds. Since it is only an illustration, we do not pursue this question further in this 
paper. 
The argument presented below is essentially due to Cantwell and Conlon (see [8]). 
THEOREM. The manijbld M from the example 6.2 cannot be a leaf in C2-foliation of 
codimension one of a compact manifold. 
Proof. We rely on the following result of Plante[20]. Let M be a compact manifold. 
If (M, 9) is a foliation of codimension one, with measure preserving holonomy, then either 
the foliation is without holonomy (and every leaf is dense), or the asymptotic homology 
class is equal to X a&J, where c,‘s are compact leaves. 
In our situation the asymptotic homology class is defined by the functional 
a. . the identification of the dual space of H”(M, R) with H,(M, R). 
It is easy to prove that M from the example 6.2 cannot be a dense leaf. 
Also, by Reeb stability theorem, each c, must have a positive genus. Since the Euler 
class evaluation of/is zero, all c,‘s are tori. 
By Kopell Lemma (see [7]) C2-foliations near toral leaves look like Reeb component 
or like cylindrical component. But this proves the theorem, since M does not have a planar 
end, nor contains a piece shortly isomorphic to R2. 
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